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• UK consultation on Digitalisation of Payments/Access to cash
• Cash contingency
• Social dialogue meetings

• Cash payments limitations

UK consultation on digital
payments
ESTA’s responses focused on:

• Cash is public money, digitalisation is
privatisation of money
• Digital payments – no need for public
support !
• Social aspects of cash
– Cards and overspending/overindebtedness
– The least well-off are going to be impacted
•

Macro aspects of cash
– Financial stability
– Cash saved the world – literally !

UK consultation on digital
payments - response
218 responses, 86 organisations: published on 3rd May 2019 :

• Digital payments will grow, cash will decline
• Issues to be addressed with digital payments:
– Competition
– Transactions costs & Transparency of costs
– Outage and security
•

Strong focus on tax evasion and money laundering

• Cash remains vital for many
– Government committed to safeguard access to cash
•

Creation of a “Joint Authorities Cash Strategy Group”
– BoE, Treasury, Payment system regulator and Financial conduct
authority

Cash contingency paper

Keep payments safe
efficient and competitive:
•
•

Financial stability
(“no cash, no banks”)

Continuity of payments
New payment landscape

ESTA
Contingency
paper
Legal tender

(Dec 2018)

The CMC industry can play its
role, if:
•
•
•

Flexibility in cash processing
Balance sheet relief mechanisms
Nation wide operators

What does it mean if anyone
can refuse a payment in
cash ?

Condition for cash continuity
- Availability of cash services
- Change money

Cash in the EU social dialogue

• CoESS as a social partner with UNI Europa
• Cash issues introduced in the social dialogue agenda in
2017
– Cross border regulation
– War on cash
– Cash phase out in Sweden and Access to Cash review in the
UK
• Phase out of cash and impact on employment

CPL: the money laundering
argument
Commission report (June 2018):
“Cash is the starting point of money laundering, which
requires some cash transactions, often through the
acquisition of high value goods”.

Use of Money

Money Laundering

Concealing the source of monies

Money Laundering

CPL: the Internal Market
argument
“CEPS report supports the assumption that cash
restrictions have an impact on displacement of
turnover “

CEPS:
Free movement
=
”Cross Border Evasion”

Isn’t “shopping
around” the very
nature of the
Internal Market ?

… and Article
63 TFEU
prohibits
restrictions on
payments!

CPL: CEPS’ “scientific approach”
Objective: ”Show if CPLs generate cross border displacement”
trough a regression model (Sample 1.2m events)
• However, CEPS ‘circular’ hypothesis reads:
“in case of existence of CPL in a Member States, the
hypothesis will be that there will be displacement” (!)
Model ignores:
92% of
events from
CPL
countries

65% of
events in
hotels and
real estate*

•
•

Cash vs card
Payments
above /
below CPLs

“Conclusive
hard
evidence”

CEPS conducted no assessment of displacement between
countries with CPL and countries without
* i.e. immovable goods : cross border trade requires consumers’ displacement !

CPL: Commission conclusion
There is therefore nothing to warrant the
conclusion in the Commission report that:
• “A prohibition of high value payments in cash could have a
positive impact on the fight against money laundering”.
• “Diverging CPL distort competition in the internal market,
leading to potential relocations of businesses across borders”

A cautious response from
Commissioner Moscovici

CPL: Legal Assessment
Review of Art 114 TFEU as a legal basis for CPLs
The very nature of
the IM is the
opportunity to
« shop around » for
the best deal
accross borders
(unite markets into
a “single market”)

Disparities in rules
not enough: there
must be an
appreciable risk of
damage to the
working of the IM.

CEPs study largely
anecdotal

CEPS study shows no
difference in efficacy
between CPLs and
simple “declaration
obligations”.
Compatibility of CPLs
with Art 63/65(1.b) TFEU
?

Limited evidential
basis for EU
legislation
Sir David Edward QC
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